
ON CLOSED DIFFERENTIABLE CURVES OF ORDER
n IN n-SPACE

DOUGLAS DERRY

1. Introduction* Let Cn be a closed curve in real protective n-
space Sn whose coordinates xt (l^i<Ln+l) are given in the parametric
form

xt=xt(s), l<i<Ln + 1 , q<L8<jq 4-1,

where xfo) are real continuous periodic functions of period 1, and q
is any real number. The point with coordinates xt(έ) (l<I£<Iw 4-1) will
be designated by its defining number s.

The curve Cn is to satisfy the following order condition.

No hyper plane of Sn contains more than n points of Cn.

A simple consequence of the above condition is that any kΛ-1
(0<Lk<Ln) distinct curve points s2, s2, , sk+1 span a linear fe-subspace
[su s2, , sfc+1]. (The square-bracket symbol [A, B> •••] will be used
throughout to designate the linear subspace spanned by the sets A,
B, - . )

The curve Cn is to satisfy the following differentiability condition.

For each point s of Cn and for each integer k (0<Lk<Ln — l) a linear

k-subspace (k, s), known as the osculating k-space at s, exists for which

[si> S2> ••• 9 sk+ιi converges to (k, s) as 8l9 s2, •••, sk+1 all approach s in

any way whatsoever.

The curves C3 were considered by A. Kneser [2] who studied pro-
perties which are invariant to certain continuous displacements. One
of his results is that the set of planes of the projective space each of
which contains exactly i; ( i = l or 3) points of a C3 builds a connected
set. In the present paper the methods used by Kneser are adapted
to study the properties of the curves C». All the proofs make use of
those lines I each point of which is included in n distinct (rc —1, s).
Thus the paper is, in a sense, a study of this line system. Among
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the results is a generalization of the foregoing Kneser result to n
dimensions. This in turn lfeads to the result that those hyperplanes
which contain less than n points of Gn are exactly those hyperplanes
which contain at least one line I. This result is related to a result,
implicit in a paper of Scherk [4], which states that the above hyper-
planes are exactly those hyperplanes which contain certain limiting
positions of the lines I.

2. Multiplicities* As all the critical boundary cases involve multi-
ple intersection points, these points will have special importance. In
this section we record the definition for multiplicity and note some
known results which we shall use.

DEFINITION 1. A linear subspace Q is defined to intersect Cn ex-
actly k-fold (0<.k<jn-l) at s if (h-1, s)gQ, (k, s)<£Q, and n-fold if
(n-1, s) = Q.

A point P is defined to be included in (w —1, s) exactly k-fold
(0<Jc<jι-l) if Pe(n-k, s), P$(n-k-l, s), and n-fold if P=(0, s).

The following multiplicity convention will be assumed throughout.
Let slf §2, ••• , Sj be any point system, and let st occur Avtimes ( l<^<j)
in this system. A linear subspace Q is said to contain this system
provided ( i ( - l , S/)5£Q (l<Ii<^). A point P is said to be included in
the system (n — 1, sλ), {n — 1, s2), ••• , (n—1, Sj) provided Pe(n — kίf s*)
( l ^ ' ^ i ) Unless otherwise stated the points of any given set are not
necessarily all distinct.

For reference we state the easily proved:

LEMMA 1. For n^>2, the projection of Cn from one of its curve
points s' is a Cn^. The space (k, s), 8±?s'> 0.<Jc<Ln — 2, projects into
the space (k, s) of the projected Cn-λ and the space (k, s'), l<fe<w —1,
into the space (k — 1, s') of Cn-X.

By use of Lemma 1, it can be proved by induction that Cn satis-
fies the sharpened order condition, that no hyperplane cuts Cn in more
than n curve points where multiple intersections are now counted with
their proper multiplicity. This leads to the fact that the system sλ,
s2, ••• , Sfc+i (0<Ck<Ln — 1) is included in a unique &-space which we de-
signate by Oi, si9 ••• , sk+ι]. We note without proof that Cn satisfies
the sharpened differentiability condition that [sl9 s2, ••• , s7c+1] converges
to (k, s) as slf s2, ••• , sk+1 all approach s.

Use will be made of the duality theorem of Scherk [3] which
states that all the (n — 1, s) build the dual of a Cn. This implies that
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no point P is contained within more than n (n — 1, s) and also that the
intersection of (n — 1, sj, (n — 1, s2), ••• , (n — 1, sk) (l<Jc<jί) approaches
(n — k, s) as slf s2, ••• , sk all approach s in any way whatsoever.

3. Notation. Throughout the paper the symbols lf Zμ will be
tacitly assumed to represent lines each of the points of which is with-
in n distinct (n.— l, s) of a given Cn; L, Lμ will be assumed to represent
the (n — 2)-spaces with the property that every hyperplane through
such a space cuts Cn in n distinct points.

Where a proof involves both Cn and Cw_i the symbol (k, s)n^1 will
be used to designate the osculating &-space of the curve Cn-1.

4. A construction for the lines L

THEOREM 1. //, for r£>2, A and B are any two distinct points of
a given line I, then curve points si9 th of Cn exist so that Ae(n — 1, st)9

Be(n — 1, U) (l<ii<sn) and s i <ί 1 <s 2 < .<^<^<s 1 - f 1 (=sn+1).
Conversely if A and B are points for which Ae (n — 1, st), Be (n —

1* ti)> Si<C^i<s2<ί2< <sΛ<ί?,<s14-l (=8^+1), then AB is a line I.

PROOF. Let P(s) be the intersection lf)(n — l, s). Note that Zί
(n — 1, s); for otherwise I would contain a point of (n — 2, s), which
point would be within (n — 1, s) at least twice contrary to the defini-
tion of I. Therefore P(s) is defined uniquely for all s. As s moves
continuously on Cn in a fixed direction, P(s) moves continuously on I
because (% —1, s) is continuous. Also, P(s) moves continuously in a
fixed direction; for if P(s) were to experience a reversal of direction
at P(s0) then, in every curve neighborhood of sQ, points s£, sR would
exist so that s z <s 0 <s Λ , P{s£) = P(sli). Then, as P(s) is continuous,

P(so)e lim (w-1, sL)f)(n-l, sB)=-(n-2, s0)

and I would contain a point not in n distinct (n — 1, s) contrary to the
hypothesis. Let (n — 1, st) (l<^i<jι; s ^ s ^ ^ ^ S i + 1 (=sw+1)) be the
complete set of (n — 1, s) which contain A. As s increases continuously
from sx to s2, P(s) makes one complete circuit of I in a fixed direction.
Consequently it crosses the point B exactly once. Hence tγ exists on
Cn so that Be(n — 1, tλ) (si<ίi<s2). Likewise within each arc s*<s<
si+1 (2<Lί^jn), a point tt exists on Cn so that s έ<ί έ<s ί + 1, Be(w-1, tt).
Thus the theorem is proved.

To prove the converse, let C be any interior point of one of the
segments AB of the line through A and 5, and D any interior point
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of the other segment. As P(s) is continuous and

at least one solution P(s) = C, or P(s)=D must exist for which s x <s<
£lβ Likewise each of the 2n arcs Si<s<έί, ί i<s<s i + 1 (l<lί<lw) contains
at least one solution P(s) = C or P(s)=D. But as C is contained in at
most n {n — ly s) there must be exactly n solutions P(s) = C. As these
are all distinct and C is arbitrary, AB is a line I. The proof is now
complete.

This proof of the converse, due to Dr. P. Scherk, replaces a more
complicated one of my own. I should like to take the opportunity to
thank him for many helpful suggestions which have contributed to
the readability of the paper.

5* Hyperplanes with a given number of curve points.

LEMMA 2. If, for rC>β, Cn_λ is the projection of Cn from one of
its points s, then a line I of Cn is projected into a line I of Cro_i

This is proved in [1].

LEMMA 3. For ?C>3, the projection of a Cn from a line I is a

PROOF. NO hyperplane through I can cut Cn in more than n—2
points. This is true for n=2 as it is equivalent to the fact that a
line I of C2 cannot contain any curve points. Assume the assertion
is true for Cn.λ (rf>2). Let H be a hyperplane which contains L
The result is clear if H contains no points of Cn. Let s be a point of
Cn within H. Project from s. Then Cn is projected into a C-i by
Lemma 1, and I into a line I of Cw_i, by Lemma 2, which is within
the projection H of H. By the induction assumption H contains at
most n—S points of Cw_lβ Therefore Ή> which contains the points Cn into
which these are projected together with s contains at most n — 2 points
of Cn.

The space of all 2-spaces through I is an (% —2)-space Sn-2 whose
hyperplanes are the hyperplanes of the original space which contain L
The elements |7, s] of Sn~2 build a curve C, and C has order n — 2 by
the result of the previous paragraph. This implies

[Z, s'
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Thus there is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of Cn

and those of C. Where 0<Lk<Ln-2, let

[l9 s{], \l, s 2 ] , ••• , [l9 sk+1]

be given curve points of C. Because of the order condition these
points span a (&4-2)-space Q which contains I. If slf s2, ••• , sk+1 all
approach s, then Q->[1, (h, s)] because of the differentiability condi-
tion. Thus the set of elements [I, s] of Sn.2 is a Cw_2 with osculat-
ing A -spaces [I, (k, s)]. As this set is equivalent to the projection of
Cn from I, the lemma is established.

Most induction proofs for the curves Cn make use of Lemma 1; in
the following proof Lemma 3 is used for this purpose.

THEOREM 2. Where 0<ίk<Ln, k=n (mod 2), let su s29.—, sk £1? ί2,
•• ,ίfc δβ αwi/ points of Cn; then:

(a) If, for n^>l, Hτ, Ή2 be hyperplanes which contain su s2, •••, sk

î> t2," , 4 respectively, and no additional points of Cn, then hyperplanes
H{p) (0<Ip<Il) ea ΐsί, continuously dependent on p, each of which contains
exactly k points of Cn and for which H(0)=Hι, H(1)=H2;

(b) // Si=ti (l<Li<Lk), then H{p) can be chosen so that it contains

exactly the points st (l5ίi<I&, 0<Lp<Ll)',

(c) if ri^>2, 0<zh<jι--2, for a given line I, a hyperplane W exists
so that it contains exactly the points s1} s2, •••, sk, together with the
line I.

PROOF. We first prove (c). If n=2 then k=-0 and the result is
equivalent to the fact that Hι=-l does not cut C2. Assume the result for
for all curves Cn_1 (w>2). Project from I. Thus Cn is projected into
a Cw_2, by Lemma 3, and su s2, ••• , sk into points of Cn_2 with the
same numerical coordinates. If k=n — 2f a unique hyperplane

H' = [8l9 s2, ••• , s j

exists in the projected (n — 2)-space through these points. If k<Cn—2,
then by the induction assumption a hyperplane Hr exists in the pro-
jected space which contains exactly the points slfs29 , sk of Cw_2.
Consequently, if H1 is defined to be the hyperplane of the original
space which is projected into H\ this hyperplane contains exactly the
points 8l9 s29 ••• , sk of Cn. As 1<QH\ (c) is proved for Cn. The proof
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can now be completed by induction.

To prove (a) and (b), consider first the case k = 0. With this re-
striction neither Hx nor H2 contains points of Cn . As the curve is
connected, it lies entirely within one of the two open regions of the
projective space whose boundary is the set of points of Hx and H2.
Hence an affine coordinate system exists so that the equations of HV9

H2 are x1=09 a?i=l, respectively, and Cn contains no points for which
O ^ a ^ l . Now (a) and (b) follow for k=0 if H(p) is defined to be the
hyperplane with the equation Xι=p, 0<Ip<ll.

Now let k=n; (b) is trivial in this case. Let fι(p) (0:Cp<Il, 1<1
i<Ln) be any real-valued continuous functions for which fι(0)=-sίf / 4(l)
=£*. Then (a) follows if H(p) is defined to be the hyperplane spanned
by the points with coordinates / t(p) (1<^<^).

In particular this establishes (a) and (b) for C1 and C 2 . Assume
bDth results for all Cn.λ (w>2). We may assume ΰ<Ck<Ln—2. Let I
be arbitrary. By (c), hyperplanes H\9 H\ exist which contain exactly
the points slf s2, ••• , sk tl9 t2, ••• , tk, respectively, together with the

line L Let Hl9 H\, Cn^ be the projections of Hu H[, Cn, respectively,

from slβ By the induction assumption (b), hyperplanes H(p) (0<Lp<Ll)

exist in the projected space, continuously dependent on p, each of

which contains exactly the points s2, ••• , sk of Cn_i, and for which

H(0)=Hlf H(l)=Hl.

Let H(p) (0_^p^(l/3)) be the hyperplane of the original space which is

projected into H(Sp). Then H(p) depends continuously on p, contains
exactly the points su s2, ••• , sk of Cn, and H(0) = Hu H(lβ)==H[. Like-
wise H(p) ((2/3)_^p^l) exists so that it depends continuously on p,
contains exactly the points tlf t2, ••• , tk of Cn, and for which

After a projection from I, a similar argument can be used to con-
struct a hyperplane H(p) ((l/3)<ip^(2/3)) which depends continuously
on p, contains exactly k points of Cn9 and for which

H(1IS)=H[, H(2l3)=Hi.

This proves (a) for Cn. Also (b) is clear if H{p) is defined as above
with the additional conditions that

The proof can now be completed by induction.
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6. Hyperplanes which do not contain n points of Cn •

DEFINITION 2. Σ(CW) is the set of all points included in at least
one space L of the curve Cn (cf. § 3).

LEMMA 4. //, for ri>Z, P e Σ(Cn-i), where P is the projection of
a point P from a point sr of Cn, P=N=s', and Cn^ that of Cn, then

Proof. If Pe Σ(Cn-i), then points sl9 s29 — , sn-.λ tl9 t29 ••• , <n-i of
the projection Cn-ι exist so that

P e [sl9 s29 ••• s n .Jn[ί i , t29 — , ίn_!]=

and

by the dual of Theorem 1. Moreover,

\βι9 S2f ••• , Sn_i], [βit t2, ••• f ^ t t- i j

may be chosen to be any two distinct hyperplanes through L within
the projected (n — l)-space. Therefore these hyperplanes may be
chosen so that tn_l<Cs'<Csl

Jrl. Let the numbers

S\i S2f **• , S n _ i , t\9 t2, ••• , tn-u S

now represent points of Cn . Then Pe[tλ, t2, ••• , ίn_x, s']. As ίlf ί2,
• •• , ίn-χ, sr are represented by linearly independent vectors the inter-
section

Hence, because P^s\ at least one value i exists with

P$[tu t29 ••• , ί i - ! , ti+l9 ••• , ί n - ! , S r ] (l^^Z-l).

For such a value i

[ β i t t2y ••• , t i - i f J r , ί i + i , ••• , t n - u S i — [ t ί f t2f ••• , t n - D S J .

Let ίn be a point of Cn with ί n>s'. Then

approaches [tl9 t2, ••• , tn_l9 s'~\ as ίn approaches s'. Because of the con-
tinuity of the curve points of Cn9 \tϊ9 t29 ••• , t^19 P, tί+1, ••• , tn~\ will
contain a point t\ of C7i for which si<^t'i<^si+l provided tn is sufficiently
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close to s'. If tn is such a point, and sn is defined as s', then

P e [slf s2f ••• , sw]π[<i> U, ••• , ίi-i, ίί, tί+1, ••• , ίn]

and

Si<«i<S2< ^K^KSi+KSn^n^i + 1 .

It follows from the dual of Theorem 1 and Definition 2 that P e Σ(C n ).
The lemma is thus established.

COROLLARY. //, for n^>3, P is a point for which Pe[(k, s^, s j
, s,),

PROOF. If n=S then Pe[sl9 s2] (sr^=s2, P^=su P=^s2). Let ί,, ί2 be
points of C3 for which s ^ ί ^ s ^ ^ S i + l. Then P$[A, £J for other-
wise tly t2, sl9 s2 would be coplanar in contradiction to the order con-
dition. Hence [P, tl9 £2] is a plane. This plane must contain a third
point t of C3, as C3 is closed. Now P=^ί because [su s2] cannot contain
a third curve point. If P is the projection of P from t then

where sx, s2> î> ^ now represent curve points of the projection C2 of

C3 from ί. This implies, by the dual of Theorem 1, that P e Σ(C2),
and so by the Lemma that P e Σ(C 3). Thus the corollary is true for
92=3. Assume it to be true for all Cn_i, w>3. The result for Cn then
follows from the Lemma by a projection from Si if the least possible
Ic==n — S and otherwise by a projection from a point of Cn different
from sx and s2.

LEMMA 5. (a) For n^.2, Σ(Cn) is open, (b) /f α boundary point

P of Σ ( C J ^ approached by a sequence Pμ of points interior to Σ(Cw)>

and L is the limit of a space sequence Lμ for which P μ e Lμ, then (k, s)

(O ̂ Λ^Jtt — 2) exists for which Pe(k, s ) g L .

PROOF. If P e Σ ( C * ) then a space L exists for which P e L . By
the dual of Theorem 1, su s2, ••• , sn tu t2, ••• , ίTO exist so that

££[>!, s2, ••• , sn]c\[tlf t2, ••• , tn~\ and S ! < ί i < s 2 < - <^<Si4- l .

If P ' is sufficiently close to P then it is contained within an (n — 2)-
space L r which is so close to L that it has the form
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By the dual of Theorem 1, P' e Σ(Cn)> and so (a) is proved.

To prove (b), let Hf9 H$ be any two hyperplane sequences with
LμSi2f, Ifξ^Hξ, which converge to two distinct limits Hx and H2, re-
spectively. By the dual of Theorem 1, βf, βf, •••, sμ; tf, tζ, ••• , ίg exist
so that sϊ:<tϊ<8i<—<t*<8f + l and

#Γ = I>f, βf, - , eg], # ? = [#, ί2

α, - , «]

As i?tt, i?μ converge, the sequences sf, if (l^i<Ξ>ι) also converge. If
Si, £4 are the respective limits of these sequences,

£=[>i, 82, •••, 8Λ]π[<i, ίa> ••• , £j and s ^ ^ s ^ . ^ r ^ - f - l .

At least one equality sign must occur in this system, for other-
wise PeL and so PeΣ(C w ) ; this is impossible as P is a boundary
point of the open set Σ(CW). We may suppose, after a possible adjust-
ment in the notation, s1=t1. Hence s^L. If n=2 this proves the
Lemma, as

Assume it holds for all curves Cw_x, w>2. If P=su then it is already

true for Cn. If Ψ^slf project from βlβ Let Cn_! be the projection of

Cn and P' that of P. Then FφΣ(Cn-i), for otherwise, by Lemma 4,

. Moreover,

pf € [«„ s3,...,

and this space is approached by the system

[βf, «f, ,<ln[ί?, ^,—,«],

where all the numbers now represent points of Cn_χ. Thus P' is a
boundary point of Σ(C«-i) Therefore by the induction assumption
(k, s)n-i exists so that

Consequently, P e [8lf (k, s)]gL. Because ϊ^Si , it now follows from
the Corollary to Lemma 4 that P€ (fc, s), or s=sx and Pe(fc + 1, s).
Either of these possibilities shows the lemma to be true and so the
proof is complete.

LEMMA 6. If, for C>3, Zμ is a sequence which converges to I, and
p an integer for which 7-5Ξ(p, s), I^(p —1, s) (0<p<w —1) then [Zμ, (g,

, s) ( p - l
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PROOF. The space [lμ

y (q, s)] is a (g-f2)-space because q<Cn — l

while lμ and (g, s) have no common points. Consider first the case

for which q=n — 3,p=n — 2. If the lemma were false then a conver-

gent subsequence of \lμ, (n — 3, s)] would exist whose limit would be

a hypόrplane Q for which Q±*(n — 1, s). As Ίμ->1 ,

[7, (rc-3, s)] = (w-2, s)£Q.

Consequently Q would cut Cn in s at least (w —l)-fold. As Cn is closed,

Q would cut Cw in one additional point s', and s'=^s as Q^(n — 1, s).

Hence, if lμ is sufficiently close to U [lμ

9 (ft —3, s)] would cut Cw in

a point s" so close to s'. that s"^s. Therefore the hyperplane [lμ,

(n — 3, s)] would cut Cn in more than n — 2 points in contradiction to

Lemma 3. Thus [lμ, (n — 3, s)] must approach (n-1, s), and the lemma

is proved in this case. In particular, it is completely proved for

n=3. Assume it is established for all Cn-i, ?C>3.

Consider next the case for which q<Cn — 3. Project from any point

t of Cn different from s. As £$(p, s), 7 is projected into a line T,

and V is projected into a line Γμ defined for the projection Cn^ of

Cn by Lemma 2, Clearly

7 rS(p, s)n_x and 7 ' $ ( p - l , s)n_!, .

for otherwise

s) = ( p - l , β).

Therefore, by the induction assumption, [lfμ, (q, s)n_1]->(gr + 2, s)n_x.
This implies [^, (g, s), £]->[(#-f 2, s), ί], and, because £ is arbitrary,
that \lμ

y (q, s)]->(<7 + 2, s). Thus the lemma is proved in this case.
Finally let q=n — 3, p<Cn — 2. If [lμ, (n-3, s)] does not converge

to (rc — 1, s) this set contains a convergent subsequence with limit Q,
Q=^(n—1, s). Now l<Ip<?2 — 2, and so ?C>4. Hence by the result of
the previous paragraph [lμ, (w—4, s)]->(w — 2, s). Consequently (w — 2,
s)gQ. This leads to the contradiction encountered in the first para-
graph. Thus [lμ, (n — 3, s)]->(w — l, s), and the lemma is proved for
Cn. The proof can now be completed by .induction.

DEFINITION 3. σ(Cn) is the set of all hyperplanes each of which
contains at least one line I of the curve Cn .

σ(Cn) is the dual of the space Σ ( ^ )

THEOREM 3. For ri^Z, σ(Cn) consists of all the hyperplanes which
do not contain n points of Cn.

PROOF. By Lemma 3 each member of σ(Cn) contains less than n
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points of Cn. It remains to show that every hyperplane which con-
tains less than n points of Gn contains at least one line I. Let H be
a hyperplane and slf s2, ••• , sfι be the points of Cn contained in H,
where §<Jι<Cn. As Cn is closed, h=n (mod 2). By Theorem 2 •(<•),-
for a given line I, a hyperplane Hι exists which contains I and ex-
actly the points slf s2, ••• , sh of Cn. By Theorem 2 (b), a system H(p)
(0<Lp<Λ) of hyperplanes exists, continuously dependent on p, each of
which contains exactly the points sl9 s2, ••• , sh of Cn and for which

By Definition 3, H(0)eσ(Cn). Assume H$σ(Cn). By the dual of Lem-
ma 5 (a), σ(Cn) is open. Therefore a least value p of p exists for
which H(p)$σ(Cn). Let pμ be a sequence for which pμ-±p, pμ<Cp. As
£f(pμ)e<7(Cw), lμ exists for which Z*giJ(pμ). By replacing pμ by an
appropriate subsequence if necessary we may assume lμ converges. If

ΐ be the limit of lμ then, by the dual of Lemma 5 (b), (k, s) exists
so that

We may assume (k +1, s)$H(p); for otherwise (k, s) may be replaced
by an osculating space of a greater dimension so that this relation
holds. Consequently s occurs exactly (& + l)-fold in the set slf s2, ••• , sh,
and k±l^£h<Ln — 2. This is impossible if h<Ll in which case Heσ(Cn).
In particular this proves the theorem for h<L3. We assume therefore

?ι>3. As k<Ln — 3 and £§Ξ(/b, s), the number q of Lemma 6 may be
specialized to k. It follows then from this Lemma that [lμ, (k, s)]->
(A:4-2, s). Hence, as [lμ, (k, s)]^H(pμ)f (k4-2, s)£H(p). This con-
tradicts the fact that sx, s2, ••• , sΛ are the only points of Cn in H(p)
among which s occurs exactly (fc-f l)-fold. Therefore Hβσ(Cn). Thus
the theorem is established.

7. A characterization of the lines I.

THEOREM 4. For n^>2, a straight line is a line I if, and only if,
every hyperplane through I contains less than n points of Cn.

PROOF. Let m be a straight line which is not a line I. Then at
least one point P exists on m which is not within n distinct (n — 1, s).
A sequence of points Pμ exists with PX->P for which each Pμ is within
less than n (n — 1, s). (This can be conveniently proved by induction
in the dual formulation.) If A is a point of m for which A^FP then
[A, P^m. By the dual of Theorem 3, Lμ (cf. § 3) exists for which
PμeLμ. Now [Ay Lμ] contains [A, Pμ] and also n points of Cn by the
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definition of ZΛ The limit of a convergent subsequence of [A, Lμ] is
a hyperplane which contains m together with n points of Cn. This
proves that if every hyperplane through a straight line contains less
than n points of Cn then every point of the straight line is within n
distinct (n — 1, s) and so must be a line I.

No hyperplane through a line I can contain n points of Cn by
Lemma 3. Thus the proof of the theorem is complete.
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